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Cloud Data Loss Prevention
AUDIT AND PROTECT SENSITIVE DATA IN POPULAR CLOUD
STORAGE APPS
Code Green Networks Cloud DLP allows your organization to adopt
cloud storage while maintaining the visibility and control you need to
comply with privacy and data protection regulations.
Cloud DLP integrates with leading cloud storage providers such
as Accellion, Box, Citrix ShareFile, and Egnyte to scan file servers,
enabling encryption, removal or other remediation of sensitive data
before the file is shared in the cloud. Data that is already stored in the
cloud can be scanned and audited at any time.
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KEY BENEFITS
• Accurately DISCOVER sensitive data in cloud storage
• Continuously AUDIT files that have been uploaded
• Automatically REMEDIATE according to enterprise policies to
meet compliance requirements
• Instantly ALERT the appropriate administrator and data owner
when protected data has been identified and the actions taken to
meet compliance policy
KEY FEATURES
• Content aware monitoring and inspection policies, with detailed
activity logging and reporting
• Device level control, with audit, report, alert, move, and remove
remediation actions
• Encrypt sensitive data as it is copied to the cloud
• End user notification and remediation of policy violations
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WHY CODE GREEN NETWORKS FOR CLOUD DLP
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CLOUD PROTECTION THAT’S TRANSPARENT TO END USERS
Once your organization’s data sharing policies are entered into our system, users who follow the prescribed security policies won’t even know
Cloud DLP is there. But when corporate policies are violated, the user will be notified of the violation and the automatic remediation taken.

EXCEPTIONAL DATA DISCOVERY IN THE CLOUD
“Strong data discovery across cloud-based environments and web application support (especially social media) provides excellent heterogeneous
DLP functionality.”
– Info-Tech Research Group

THE DEEP INSPECTION TECHNOLOGY TO ACCURATELY IDENTIFY REGULATED DATA
CGN patent-pending Database Record Matching™ (DBRM™) uses mathematical hashes of the actual data to look for identical data when
inspecting other sources such as cloud storage. It’s able to recognize and register a wide variety of both structured and unstructured data
eliminating the high false positives and false negatives that plagued other network DLP solutions.

For more information, visit
www.digitalguardian.com
®

HOW DOES CODE GREEN NETWORKS WORK?
Code Green Networks is a complete Data Loss
Prevention (DLP) solution that allows companies
to effectively discover, monitor, control, and secure
sensitive data, whether on the network, in use on
desktops or laptops, at rest on end-user devices and
network servers, or stored in the cloud. The Code
Green Networks solution is comprised of Network
DLP, Endpoint DLP, Discovery DLP, and Cloud DLP
and is a first line defense against cyber threats.
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Code Green Networks brings all its components
together through a centralized management system
that provides enterprises a simple and flexible single
point of access to all its content inspection appliances
regardless of where they reside. This key enterprise
component simplifies the configuration and
maintenance of many single- or multi-site appliances,
and endpoint clients, as well as data registration,
policy management and incident reporting.
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ABOUT CODE GREEN NETWORKS
Founded in 2004 in Sunnyvale, Calif., Code Green Networks
was acquired by Digital Guardian in October 2015. For over
a decade Code Green Networks appliances have helped
enterprises protect and manage regulated and other sensitive
data across their networks, whether local, remote, mobile or in
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the cloud. Code Green Networks solutions have been tested
and proven through daily use by hundreds of deployments in
large and small organizations across the United States and
around the globe.

Digital Guardian is the only data aware security platform designed
to stop data theft. The Digital Guardian platform performs across
traditional endpoints, mobile devices and cloud applications to make
it easier to see and stop all threats to sensitive data. For more than
10 years we’ve enabled data-rich organizations to protect their most
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valuable assets with an on premise deployment or an outsourced
managed security program (MSP). Our unique data awareness and
transformative endpoint visibility, combined with behavioral threat
detection and response, let you protect data without slowing the
pace of your business.

